
Old Homepage
http://china.eophy.com/homepage.html

Based on European version.

< link to Eophy’s phylosophy

direct links to product

< link to product choosing tips

link to www.biorganicpharma.com >

< link to nutritionist form / FAQ

< open a drop-down animation



New Homepage
http://china.eophy.com

The slideshow is automatically displayed 
at the opening of the homepage.

Animation will be improved to increase the 
size of the packagings and to create a loop 
(presentation of Eophy line).

It would have to create and feed the 
‘Testimonials’ section.

The central lower block is available to 
work and insert links to social networks 
commonly used in China.

The right lower block is available as well…
Otherwise, we can expand vertically the 
‘Ask to our nutritionist’ block.

testimonials excerpt (ticker) 

slideshow product (loop)

< link to testimonials section

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE



Company
http://china.eophy.com/company.html

Same contents of Eophy Brand Folder.

Please confirm the contents to proceed to 
animate this section!



Eophy
http://china.eophy.com/company.html

Same contents of Eophy Brand Folder 
(banner).

Lower blocks are based on contents of 
European version.
Please confirm if photos and contents are 
apt to the Chinese audience!



Products
http://china.eophy.com/products.html

Same contents of Eophy Brand Folder 
(banner).

Will be applied the same animation of 
the homepage (increasing the size of the 
packagings).



Product section (e.g.: eosilhouette)
http://china.eophy.com/products.html

Same contents of Eophy Brand Pamphlet 
(banner).

The images on the lower blocks are based 
on European version.
Please, suggest a photo or situation for 
each block (related to the subject of the 
included text) and every products!
Please, review contents! 



Contact Us
http://china.eophy.com/contact-us.html



Where to find Eophy
pop-up window

Same contents of Eophy Brand Folder 
(image).

Please, review text ‘Available in the best 
department stores’!



Professional Area
http://china.eophy.com/professional-area.html

To login:
username: eophy
password: ifeelgood

Have to replace the section tabs and files 
/ documents in Chinese (and marketing 
tools images).



Disclaimer
http://china.eophy.com/disclaimer.html

Please, need contents / review in Chinese 
for this section!



Testimonials
http://china.eophy.com/testimonials.html

Please, need contents in Chinese for this 
section!

e.g.:
ESPE, 45 YEARS 
16/10/2013 
Few weeks ago I’ve started to take Eophy  
Eoenergy because I felt very tired all 
day long. Well, since I take it, I notice a 
force that didn’t have had for years. Do 
not make me nothing, nothing, nothing 
nervous, on the contrary gives me a lot of 
progress but good vibes. I’m super happy!


